BOSE Eclipse
Record Player and Speaker

Bose Eclipse
As the popularity of downloading music
increases and the science behind musical
streaming is constantly improving, the personal
and tangible music experience is slowly
declining.
Using a range of advanced technologies
including magnetic levitation, 3D optical
scanning and holographic projection, the Bose
Eclipse record player and speaker will bring
vinyl back to life - whether that’s the sound
of crackling from an old record or the joy of
nostalgic album artwork.
About the product
This needleless high-fidelity system is inspired by intergalactic spaces and specifically, the relationship
between the earth, the moon and the sun. The name ‘Eclipse’ came from the fascination of the
phenomenon where the moon moves between the earth and the sun.
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How does it work?
Firstly, how does it float? Magnetic levitation is a method by which an object
is suspended with no support other than magnetic fields. To generate the lift,
the two magnets need to have the same poles (like N-N and S-S). However, the
amount of lift depends on the magnetic pressure, which can be calculated to
meet the needs of this record player.
On the top of the speaker and the bottom of the turntable is each a
magnet. These mirror each other - when turned on, they both spin. For this,
the magnetic pressure had to be quite high in order for the turntable to hold
up the vinyl and scanner.
In turn, there isn’t a needle which makes this product distinctly questionable.
However, by using 3D optical scanning technology, the grooves of each vinyl
are uniquely recognised and played through the speakers. Similarly, the
scanning of the grooves allows this advanced system to display the album
artwork of the vinyl playing. Having this feature, further expands the passion
and characteristics music creates, even with the sleeve artwork by affecting
how people feel emotionally about sound and visuals.

Development process
The process of my process shown above with
sketches - my initial thoughts was identifying
the form and shape of the record player.
Traditionally, record players are oblong so I
veered away from that concept and directed
myself towards a circular design to associate
it with the idea of intergalactic inspiration.
Next, as the product being needleless was
one of my main objectives, I had to figure out
another way for the music to be played using
the unique grooves of the vinyl. Now, as the

grooves are very distinctive, each song has its
own pattern. The same goes with barcodes
- I did some research on scanning and came
across 3D optical scanning which is the
process of analysing a real-world object or
environment to collect data on its shape, in
this case the indentation of the grooves. The
holographic feature can be optional, projecting
the visuals from the vinyl playing - depending
on the user’s mood, if they’re wanting to relax
or just to take time to appreciate their bestloved album artwork.

The Bose Eclipse uses a range of advanced technologies such
as magnetic levitation, 3D optical scanning and holographic
projection to give the user a personal experience of quality
sound and visuals, expressing how music affects us on an
emotional level. With Bose, it’s all about the audio quality
- better sound through research. Whether it’s the sweet
crackling of an old record or the booming bass from one
of your favourite songs, Bose Eclipse is guaranteed to give
their customers the most crisp sound for that satisfying
musical encounter.
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